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TIM GILSON, CEO OF THE ATHELSTAN TRUST,
LOOKS BACK ON THIS EXTRAORDINARY YEAR
This has of course been an unprecedented time for all of us and our thoughts are with all students,
parents and staff who have been affected by the awful pandemic. We know that many of you have
faced very challenging situations with juggling work and family commitments and we are very
grateful for the support that you have shown our students through home-schooling. Please be
assured that we are confident that the schooling system nationally and The Athelstan
Trust in particular will pick up and support our students as they return fully in the
autumn to ensure that they will be able to thrive and once again enjoy school.
Even without the COVID-19 Crisis it has been an eventful year for The
Athelstan Trust. We have appointed new Headteachers at
two of our schools. Richard Brand started at The Dean
Academy in May replacing Tom Beveridge who has moved
to a new school. Rupert Moreton will start at Malmesbury
S c h o o l i n S e p t e m b e r t o re p l a c e A s s o c i a t e
Headteacher, John Barrett who is retiring after 35
years of excellence in teaching and having been in
the unique position of being Head of two schools
in the Trust, both Malmesbury and The Dean Academy.
Sir William Romney’s School in Tetbury joined the Trust in
April and we are already enjoying working together and
sharing best practice. Sir William Romney’s is a wonderful
small comprehensive serving Tetbury and a natural partner
for the other schools in the Trust. They bring a wealth of
experience in leadership and high quality teaching and
learning in a small market town context.
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The Trust has also appointed two excellent teachers/school leaders as Lead Practitioners in
English and Mathematics who will work with staff and students in all the Trust’s schools. The
roles will include identifying strategies for improving attainment, mentoring and working with
small groups in need of intervention support. This is precisely how the Trust is able to add value
for each of our schools and provide services that otherwise they could not access. We have also
appointed a Trust Management Accountant as we continue to develop a strong central finance
team.
The Trust was able to respond to the abrupt decision to close schools at the end of March and
we have followed guidance from the Department for Education ever since. We are incredibly
proud of the resilience and creativity displayed by both our staff and students in adjusting to
remote teaching and learning.
We were fortunate to have adopted Microsoft Teams at the start of the school year and this has
enabled us to set work and provide feedback. Our schools have kept in touch with parents and
students via emails and newsletters. Recorded video messages and assemblies have been
posted on the schools’ social media platforms. We have developed and grown our online offer
over the past weeks to include a range of live and recorded lessons and we are in the process of
reviewing our learning so that we have a resilient and effective online offer available in the future.
Our IT teams have been busy issuing passwords and dealing with technical issues. They have
taken the opportunity of quiet classrooms to install new projectors and update computers.
All the Trust’s schools have remained open (even during the holidays) for key workers’ children
and vulnerable students with an average of 40 students attending across our 4 schools each
day during lockdown. Since mid-June, we welcomed back Y10 and Y12 students who settled
back well.
Our top priority has been the safety and wellbeing of both our students and staff. We have
produced comprehensive risk assessments in consultation with staff and we regularly review
them. They are published on the school websites. We are grateful to so many staff who
responded to our request for volunteers to continue teaching in our schools or supporting
students by working from home.
Our Headteachers, trustees and local governors have continued to meet virtually and have
scrutinized our home learning provision, our safeguarding measures and our risk assessments
for re-opening.
We have been grateful for the many supportive messages from parents thanking our staff and
recognizing their achievement and dedication during such a difficult time. Your kind words have
been much appreciated and as always, your feedback is very welcome.
Lastly, we have been impressed by the resilience of our students who have worked so
conscientiously. They have taught themselves a range of independent learning skills that will
stand them in good stead for the future. We are confident that they will settle back into school
happily and we assure you they will be extremely well cared for.

HELPING OUR FRONTLINE HEROES
Andrew Winstanley, the Director of Art, Design and
Production at The Dean Academy put his creative skills to
good use during lockdown to make various items of PPE to
help and support our local frontline workers.
Andrew explained “At the beginning of lockdown we all
wondered what we could do to help. I wanted to do
something, no matter how small, to support our local NHS
staﬀ and Health Care workers as this was the right thing to
do.” Andrew spotted a post on Facebook about how NHS
staﬀ were bringing their uniforms home in plastic bags, which
were then thrown away because of possible contamination,
and there was a request for uniform wash bags to be made.
Andrew said “My wife got the sewing machine out and we
both put out a request to our schools for fabric. We were
amazed at the amount of material our staﬀ kindly donated so
that we could start production.” Together they produced 60
N H S b a g s w h i c h w e re d o n a t e d t o N H S s t a ﬀ a t
Gloucestershire Royal Hospital Maternity and Children’s
Ward, Lydney District nurses and local Health Care workers.
Andrew then set about making other essential items such as
face shields and face mask ear extenders using The Dean
Academy’s 3D printer. Andrew commented “The printer has
been running 18 hours a day and so far we have made 50
shields which have been distributed within our local area. We
have received messages of thanks from Health Care workers
and nurses, with comments of how it has made them feel
valued and supported. It shows how small acts of generosity
are so important in these challenging times. We are all in this
together and we must all do whatever we can to help each
other, no matter how small or insignificant it may seem. It
gives some form of purpose and shared action to help others,
especially those risking so much.”

The Bradon Forest School Science department
donated brand new safety goggles and gloves to
Great Western Hospital to be used by local NHS
staﬀ.

SCIENCE KITS FOR YOUNG LEARNERS
The Science Faculty at The Dean Academy put
together some ‘home Science kits’ for staﬀ with
young children so that they could get stuck into
some fun experimenting at home.
The kits included a range of equipment and a ‘user
guide’ with some ideas and links to websites that
would help them on their way. Suggested
experiments included:
• separating methods using filter paper and
funnel
• practising measuring skills with a range of
diﬀerent measuring cylinders with diﬀerent
volume capacities
• universal indicator paper for testing pH
• testing whether objects were magnetic or not
using bar magnets
. . . and a whole lot more!

Director of Science Hannah Rowlands said “The kits have been so successful that as lockdown has
continued more staﬀ have asked for them and we even donated some to a local primary school. It has
been really lovely to hear back from colleagues about how much fun their children have had using them.”

TRY A BOTTLE ROCKET!
Jennifer Purcell from Bradon Forest School
has two children in Year 1 and Year 3. They
loved the Bottle Rocket Experiment! Jennifer,
who does the publicity at Bradon, was
inspired by classes she’d photographed in the
past at the school.
1. Decorate an empty bottle with a nose and
flights
2. Find a cork with a snug fit
3. Make a launchpad secure enough to hold
the bottle and give access to the pump from
underneath (we used Duplo)
4. Fill the bottle with 1/3 water
5. Once the bottle has the cork in, place upside down on the launchpad
and connect the pump (you will need a ball pump connector)
6. Pump it up! The air will compress in the bottle and shoot out the
cork!

EXPLORING CULTURES DURING LOCKDOWN
Sir William Romney’s Y 9 & 10 Spanish students have been using SammTalk (a virtual language
exchange) to make friends and share videos with schools in Argentina and Columbia. Students have
thoroughly enjoyed communicating with their new friends across the Atlantic and finding out about
their lives whilst developing their skills and confidence in
the language. This is proving to be a fantastic foundation
for their GCSE Spanish.
Our year 8 languages students have been having fun
creating games in both French and Spanish:

Poem submitted by a student at Sir
William Romney’s School

ISOLATION, NOT ISOLATED

Here are two
examples of
letters sent from
Malmesbury
School students
to elderly people
isolated in care
homes.

TRUST CURRICULUM STATEMENT
We are all planning for what our students will experience in September and the following months. Each
school and indeed each subject area will have diﬀerent perspectives and approaches. We will remain
true to the Trust curriculum principles we have already embedded:
In the Athelstan Trust our curriculum will;
• Be exciting and stimulating
• Enable every learner to leave school with the confidence, ability & ambition to improve
themselves with the help of excellent, impartial careers information advice and guidance
• Give students opportunities to achieve a broad range of high-quality qualifications recognised
both nationally and internationally to enable them to become truly global citizens
• Be rooted in its own locality and context to raise aspirations and encourage our young people to
contribute to and explore the local and wider community
• Provide students with the skills to form and maintain positive
relationships and to respect themselves and others
• Maintain a rich extra-curricular oﬀer to ensure students have
access to exciting learning outside the classroom
• Enable students to value intellectual challenge and the
acquisition of knowledge and give them the skills to seek
this out
• Be inclusive and comprehensive so that all students
thrive regardless of their ability and background
• Include a rich and diverse range of subjects and ensure
that all students have access to the arts, vocational and
Recent student review
physical education
day at Bradon Forest
School

September 2020 and beyond Curriculum Key Principles:
• We will focus on well-being and mental health of students and staﬀ.
• We recognise that many students and staﬀ have shown incredible resilience and gained new skills
during this period.
• We will not allow a ‘what has been missed’ or deficit narrative to develop.
• We will not rely on interventions and additionality – our ‘normal’ lessons and school provision is
what we need to support students in feeling happy and settled.
• Staﬀ will show a positive ‘can do’ attitude to students to reassure that we can support them.
• We will understand that Ofqual/ DfE will make adjustments to the exams in KS 4 &5 so that
students will not be disadvantaged.
• We will establish what our students know and can do as we restart without using ‘tests’ that will
cause anxiety and will make students feel they have failed. Staﬀ are skilled in formative
assessment and we will trust staﬀ to establish appropriate starting points for their students.
• We will collaborate with staﬀ across the Athelstan Trust so that excessive workload is avoided and
best practice is shared.
• We recognise that a lot of excellent work has been done across the Trust in developing an on-line
oﬀer and on-line teaching methods. We will share this and ensure that we know what works and
what doesn’t so that we have this capacity in the future.
• We will review our curriculum with a wide range of our stakeholders in the light of the Black Lives
Matter movement and calls to re-examine the teaching of History and British Values.

